Brewing Guide
It’s Not Just Coffee

A Michigan Micro-Roastery
White Pine Coffee is a micro-roaster and purveyor of high
quality, specialty coffees sourced fresh from around the world.
WPC’s full product line is crafted using the highest expressions
of roasting, which highlight the taste and vitality that only
seasonally harvested, fresh cropped coffee can deliver. WPC
strives to present a product that you will be proud to brew. Our
passion will show in every cup.
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WPC Brewing Basics
Specialty coffee can easily be understood, prepared, and consumed one cup at a time, as a crafted
product with a limited shelf life. The specialty coffee difference is best appreciated when the coffee is brewed correctly. There are several keys to brewing WPC coffee at home. The WPC Brewing
Guide will help you start down the right path. There are very simple and affordable ways to get into
specialty coffee home brewing. A scale, grinder, water kettle and a timer are some of the recommended equipment to get started (See Gear Guide). We will explain such concepts as extraction,
water quality and grinding basics. Using high quality, seasonally fresh beans ensures our ability to
express a true sense of the roasting craft and the vitality that can be experienced in a cup of coffee.
WPC is a memeber of the Specilty Coffee Association of America (SCAA). WPC adheres to standards and specifications recommended by the SCAA.
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Recommendations

•

Fresh roasted, whole bean WPC coffee (optimally 2 weeks from roast date). And once you open
your WPC consume within 14 days for the preminum taste experience.

•

Try not to let these precious beans sit around unopened for more than 60 days.

•

A burr grinder with adjustable settings (See Grinding Basics). WPC recommends Baratza
brand grinders (Check out our Brewing Gear page). Grind and prepare your coffee just before
enjoying in small batches.

•

The importance of using quality water can not be understated. The chemistry of your water will
determine it’s ability to deliver the full potential of the flavor, aroma, and mouthfeel of your
WPC coffee beverage.

•

17-20g of ground coffee to 300g water - Single mug ratio (pour over and auto drip).

•

The SCAA recommends using 55g-60g ground coffee / Liter sized French Press.

•

Note that volume equivalent of 300g of water = 10.58oz, 17-20g of coffee = 0.7oz

Brew Guide Legend
Grind size. The size of your coffee grounds will need to be adjusted depending on the
brew method and your taste preference. Knowing what size to use is an important part
of improving the quality of your cup of coffee. Check out our Grinding Guide in the
back of this booklet.
Coffee to water ratio. An accurate scale, to the nearest tenths of a gram, is the easiest way to ensure proper ratios. The SCAA recommends 20g of ground coffee to 300g
brewing water, for most methods. See our Gear Guide for scale and grinder recommendations. We suggest using an accurate scale, but if you’re new to this specialty coffee thing then you can get away with using 2 tablespoons per 5 oz of water.
Water temperature. Bring water to boil and remove from heat and wait for
30 seconds (referred to as off boil), unless otherwise specified for a particular
brewing method. Although not necessary, a food grade thermometer is a good way
to check water temperature for most coffee brewing methods. See our Gear Guide for
info on kettles, grinders and more.
Brew time. Curious as to the correct amount of time to brew your coffee? Look for
this symbol to find the corresponding time for your brew method. Brew time is most
affected by grind size. Pressurized brewing methods such as espresso and AeroPress
have reduced brewing times because increased pressure reduces extraction duration.
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Notes - Questions - WPC Favs

Devices
Espresso

French Press

Invented in 1901, multiple machine designs have been created. Steam, piston and pump
designs are used to create the
mininum 9 bars of pressure for
espresso extraction.

Developed in the 1930’s, a
coffee brewer in which coffee
grounds are steeped directly
in a pot with hot water being
filtered.

Chemex

AeroPress

Drip Machine

The Chemex is a manual,
pour-over style glass container
coffeemaker. This classic has
been brewing since 1941.

Invented in 2005 by Alan
Adler. Results in an espresso
like concentration of coffee using manual pressure.

The device most used for home
brewing. These machines have
imporved in quality and can
produce a great mug of coffee.

Pour Over

One of the fastest and most
efficient methods of brewing coffee. Also known as the
Melitta process, this method
produces a mouthfeel somewhere between a French Press
and auto-drip.
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Medium coarse grind (Baratza 18-22)

An easy to remember ratio for a full mug
is 20g of coffee grounds to 300g of water

1. Place filter in brewer and rinse with hot water to remove loose filter fibers.
2. Weigh out whole bean WPC coffee, 20 grams of coffee for every 300g water.
3. Medium coarse grind (Baratza 18-22). Adjust to achieve desired brew time and taste.

195-205° F - Off boil

3 minutes total time using a paper filter
4 minutes if using a metal filter

Pour Over - One of the easiest and most efficient methods of brewing coffee, the pour over preparation produces a cup with a mouthfeel between a French press and auto-drip. The best device for an
aspiring home brista to fine tune their craft. Coffees that shine with acidity or brightness will showcase
well using a good grinder, a gooseneck tea kettle just off boil for a controlled pour, a timer to fine tune
your process and control the variables that come with brewing specialty coffee.
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•

Try one of our Lumber Baron’s Reserve Single Origins roasted to
a light or medium profile for great results.

•

A great blend to try with the pour over is WPC’s River Hog blend.

•

Pre-rinsing a quality paper filter will present a clean mouthfeel.

4. Discard rinse water.
5. Add ground coffee to brewing device.
6. Add 40 grams of water (off boil) to the coffee bed aiming to evenly saturate the bed
(no dry spots). Wait 30 seconds. This is the bloom phase.
7. Carefully pour additional water starting from the middle of the brewer and using
concentric circles slowly move out towards the edge and back to the center. Repeat until
target weight is achieved. For every 20 grams of coffee use 300 grams of water.
8. It should take about 3 minutes for the water to fully dissipate through the coffee bed.
Serve and enjoy!
Tip: If the water drains too slowly, and the grinds look ‘muddy’, make the grind more
coarse. If the water drains too quickly, leaving the grinds looking like mulch, make the grind
finer.
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Very fine powder (Baratza 2-6)
The machine and basket size will determine the number of grams to use,
anywhere from 6g to 22g. Most home
units will take around 14g for a double
shot basket.

To cover such a wide ranging and complicated prepreation method is beyond the scope of this guide.
Please see your manufacture’s literature and supporting materials for exact recommendations and techniques.
Only turkish coffee uses a finer grind. If you find that the puck retains water and looks ‘muddy’ after
extracting a shot you may have too fine a grind.

195-205° F

A 30ml shot can typically be pulled in
20-30 seconds.

Espresso Machine Features
•
•
•

Espresso - Invented in 1901, multiple machine designs have been created to produce espresso. Contrary
to popular belief, espresso is a style of brewing preparation, not a variety of bean or a roast level. The
reason specific bags of coffee are labeled espresso is because the producer of that coffee has selected the
beans and roasted them believing that they will work well with the espresso method. Several machines
share some common elements - steam, piston and pump.
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•

For best results, an espresso specific grinder should be used. A good espresso grind, when you pinch
a bit between your fingers, should stick together (but no finer). That will be a good starting point.
With espresso, the adjustments are endless.

•

Our Saw Mill espresso is a sweet and light roast. Feel free to try this with brewing methods other
than espresso and visa-versa. Try some of the Lumber Barons’ Reserve offerings and WPC blends as
an espresso. You’ll be surprised at the range of flavor that the espresso preparation offers.

•

Pre-Infusion - A period of time in which water is applied to the grounds before the main shot is
pulled. Manual and semi-automatic machines will allow you to change the pre-infusion settings.
Dual Boiler - To be able to produce mulitple drinks using the group head and the steam wand. This is
an almost essential feature.
PID Control - This electronic ‘brain’ allows for very concise control of the water temperature you are
using.
Steam boiler / rotary pump / electric coil - The source of the pressure used to pull the shot will have a
different effect on the shot produced. Refered to as the ‘curve’ or profile of a shot.

Perhaps no factor has a larger role in determining the style and quality of a shot of espresso is the grinding. Speciality coffee professionals use espresso specific grinders for cafe use. See Grinding Basics.
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Medium coarse grind (Baratza 22-25)
1. Grind whole bean WPC with a burr grinder to a medium coarse grind (Bartaza 22-25).

Small Chemex
Large Chemex

195-205° F

2. Insert the cone shaped filter in the Chemex. Separate the layers of the filter so that three layers are on one side.
Position the filter so that the folded three layer section is positioned over the pouring spout. Pre-rinse the filter
with hot water to wash away any extra fibers. Discard the water that drips into the vessel.
3. Bring water to a boil and allow to come off boil for 20-30 seconds.
4. Dump grounds into pre-rinsed filter (one tablespoon per 5 oz of coffee).

Small Chemex 3-4 minutes
Large Chemex 4-5 minutes

5. Pour a small amount of water (4 oz or so) on the ground bed and allow the grounds to soak up the water. This
bloom will take 30 seconds to settle depending on the freshness of your coffee.
6. Pour the water in a circular pattern, evenly soaking all areas of the grounds. Continue this process until you have
used all of the predetermined amount of water. Keep the water level below the top of the Chemex by 1/2”.

Chemex - The Chemex Coffeemaker is a manual, pour-over style glass container coffeemaker. Invented by Petere Schlumbohm in 1941.

7. Lift the used filter out of the Chemex by folding edges into a center point, compost or place in garbage bin.
8. Enjoy one of the cleanest cups of coffee around. The Chemex filters an amazing amount of sediment if you use
their brand of filters.

• There are two sizes of Chemex brewers. The filters used for the various sized vessels
are different. Take note of this when purchasing filters for your Chemex.
• Try one of WPC’s medium roast Lumber Baron’s Reserve Single Orgins with your
Chemex brewer.
•
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Shanty Boy House Blend provides a sweet and complex Chemex brew.
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Coarse grind (Baratza 25-30)

55g-60g per liter

1. Weigh out whole bean coffee: 55g-60g per liter for a 1 liter
French press.
2. Coarse grind (Baratza 25-30). Grind coffee.

195-205° F

4 minutes from wetting of grounds to
plunging.

3. Add ground coffee to French press.
4. Start 4 minute timer and add 300 grams of water (directly off boil)
to the coffee bed aiming to evenly saturate the bed (no dry spots).
5. After 30 seconds stir the bloom with a spoon using a gentle folding action. The top of
the coffee should have a hazelnut color when done.

French Press - Developed in the 1930’s, a coffee brewer in which coffee grounds are steeped
directly in a vessel with hot water being filtered. The metal screen on a French press allows
insoluble particles and oils into the brew, producing a high amount of body and well developed flavors.
• Adjust grind size and steep time to your taste. A finer grind will have a shorter steep
time, coarser grind will have longer steep time.
• French press methods are often prepared with WPC Single Origin dark roast.

6. Place the lid on the brewer with the metal screen submerged so that the grounds are just
below the water line.
7. When timer goes off, slowly press the plunger down (20-30 seconds), pour and enjoy!
Tip: Do not leave remaining coffee in vessel after brewing. Bitter and over extracted coffee
is what you’ll be left with. Do yourself a favor and pour the extra liquid into a thermal container.

• A great combination is our WPC Timber Cruiser Blend with your favorite French
press.
12
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Medium fine grind (Baratza 18-22)

10g for every ‘cup’ line on brewing device (the average ‘cup’ size on most home
brewers is 6oz.)
195-205° F

Check machine for brew time specs and
available adjustments.

1. Fill water tank with correct amount of water for the amount of coffee being brewed.
2. Weigh out whole bean coffee: 10 grams of coffee for every cup line on the water tank
(cup lines = 1 mug of coffee).
3. Set your grinder to medium grind. (Baratza 18 - 22). Grind coffee.
Adjust grind size to taste after learning your machine’s traits.
4. Add ground coffee to filter and place in brew basket.
6. Depending on machine press ‘auto’ button, or flip ‘on’ switch
to start brewing.

Drip Machine - The most common way Americans brew their coffee.
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•

We’ve all been making coffee in hot plate style machines for decades, unknowingly burning and turning our coffee bitter. Thankfully there are many modern machines that WPC recommends that make
amazing, well brewed drip coffee. See our Gear Guide for specific recommendations.

•

Never allow brewed coffee to sit on a heat source, this will turn your coffee bitter quickly. Brewed coffee in a thermal carafe can be set aside and enjoyed for up to 45 minutes.

•

Hot and consistent water temperature is one area where most home brewers struggle. There are very
few machines that heat the water to the correct temperature quickly, keep it there, and dispense over a
dispersed bed of grounds. Check for SCAA certified home brewers for best results.

•

Most mugs hold 2 ‘cups’ of brewed coffee.

•

Try WPC’s Teamster Medium Roast with your next drip brew.

7. Wait for brewing cycle to complete. Serve and enjoy!
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Regular method: Medium fine grind
(Baratza 11-12)
‘Espresso method’: Fine grind (Baratza 8-9)

Regular method: 14g to 200g water
‘Espresso method’: 17g to 180g water

195-205° F

1 minute total brewing time. 20-30
seconds extraction time for either
method.

AeroPress
Regular method = normal viscosity coffee.
‘Espresso method’ = higher viscosity coffee with espresso-like charateristics.
•

AeroPress is a pressurized brewing method, using your own downward force to extract coffee.

•

Great for travel and single mug use.

•

Makes two-thrids normal mug size (don’t be disappointed, makes a great cup).

•

WPC’s Shanty Boy Blend produces a great cup with a paper filter.

•

Our Saw Mill Espresso produces a rich, espresso like cup using the ‘espresso method’.
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1 - There are two ways to prepare coffee using the AeroPress. What follows is referred to as the inverted or up-sidedown method.
2 - Insert the rubber plunger surface into the chamber from the side of the cylinder with the 4 marker on it. Continue to push into chamber until rubber seal is at the number 4 mark, place entire assembly on counter with the
number 1 higher than the number 4.
3 - Preheat water to boil, let rest for 30 seconds. Use water to preheat brewer chamber and if using paper filter also
place filter in the plastic lid and rinse with water holding cap carefully by it’s side tabs.
4 - Discard the charging water currently in brewing chamber.
5 - Grind Coffee. Refer to previous page for specific grind settings for the method you’ve chosen.
6 - Add ground coffee into AeroPress brewing chamber.
7 - Add 200g (regular method) or 180g (‘espresso method’) of water (30 sec off boil) to the chamber. Unlike many
brewing methods you can add the water to an AeroPress at a fairly vigorous pace. Stir the entire chamber, making
sure to mix along the bottom of the chamber, fully wetting any dry pockets of grounds. Total brewing time is one
minute, starting when the water hits the grinds.
8 - Screw on AeroPress lid with your chosen filter making sure lid is secure.
9 - After one minute, flip entire assembly and place on top of a sturdy mug. Using two hands press into mug, this
process should take 20-30 seconds depending on grind size and chosen filter. When you can hear an escaping air
sound or ‘swoosh’ the extraction process is complete.
Cleaning tip: after device cools, unscrew and remove cap carefully and take device to compost bin or garbage bin, aim
device towards bin and from 6 - 8 inches away, ‘eject’ the puck. It’s fun and makes cool sounds.
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Grinding Basics

Additional Brewing Methods

Grinding is not just about partical size but also about partical uniformity. To increase the quality of your
home brewing make sure to purchase a high quality burr grinder. WPC suggests considering purchasing a
•

•

•

•
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Moka Pot - Italians make “stovetop espresso” nearly every afternoon. Although not truly
espresso, a Moka Pot will produce a quality beverage. Espresso size grinds or even finer are
best for a Moka Pot. WPC’s Timber Cruiser is a great match for the Moka Pot method.
Clever - The Clever can be used as an immersion brewer (like a French press) with a brew
time of 3 1/2 to 4 minutes or as a pour over using the reccomended insturctions in the Pour
Over section.
Syphon - Easy to use, difficult to perfect. This scientific looking device produces a clean cup
due to the fine grade cotton filters. Making sure that you are using the minimual amount of
heat to maintain the syphon effect is key.

Baratza brand grinder, amazing quality and consistency for the price. There are several hand held cheaper
models good for travel or single cup use, but for normal home use you’ll want a powered version.
•

Burr Grinder - Entry level burr grinders will use a conical burr, while higher end grinders will use a
flat mill burr set.

•

Fresh Roasted - 4 to 10 days is best.

•

Whole Beans - Grind right before brewing. Adjust grind settings to taste based on experience and
results.

•

Storage - Treat coffee like the agricultural product that it is. Store it correctly and use it within two
weeks of opening the bag.

Woodneck - Cotton (or other fabric) material over a metal loop, very basic method that
reusults in a very smooth cup due to the filtering properties of the fabirc.
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Recommended Brewing Gear
WPC recommends checking for SCAA approved devices for great brewing results.
Scale - A quick responding scale with a minimum of 1g increments is essential to brewing better coffee.
Grinder - Other than fresh beans, a good grinder is one of the most important factors to unlocking the full
flavor specialty coffee can offer. See Grinding Basics page for detailed grinding info. You can’t go wrong
with a Baratza grinder, their base model, the Encore, is a great specialty coffee investment.
Water Kettle - For certain brewing methods, manual Pour-Over, Chemex, and others, a goose-neck kettle is
an essential piece for precision brewing.
Bean Storage - After opening your WPC valved bag, store it in an airtight container in a cool place and use
within two weeks.
Filters - Types of filters include cloth, metal screen, perforated, bleached paper and natural paper.
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A Michigan
Micro-Roastery

www.whitepinecoffee.com

